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HEBREW HAS DEVELOPED FROM THE RABBINICAL PERIODS; a system of vowel recognition/signaling for 

non-Hebrew Speakers & beginners in the learning of the language.[this system can also be found in the 

Semitic language of Arabic] 
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- Compilation from Hebrew4Christians.com 

 

- Chart composition of the Nikkud{dotting/pointing} from dailyzohar.com 
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- Hebraic Numbering System 

*for naming of numerals check pages like: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hebrew_numerals 

 

The Enunciation of the Hebrew language, used at Ras Tafari Renaissance, is of the archaic 

origin.  The building blocks from which the Hebrew language is utilized at RRR, is based on a 

Biblical Hebrew or Pre-Mishnaic dialect.  A dialect that is also dubbed “Classical” or “Archaic,” 

Hebrew.  The Biblical Hebrew is attested to have been spoken from approx., the 10th 

century BCE through the time of the Second Temple of Jerusalem; period (ending in 70 CE/AD).  

This dialect of the Hebrew language has been also marked to have flourished during the time of 

the Kingdom of Israel, when all the tribes were united under the Crowns of Israel’s early 

kings.(Samuel, Ish-bosheth*[when counted], David, & Solomon).  Biblical Hebrew also was the 

lingua franca in the Northern Kingdom of Israel (Samaria) & the Southern Kingdom of Judah 

after the death of king Solomon. [approx. 931 BCE] 
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For example, take the Hebrew Aleph-Bet or “Aleph-Taw,” Waw-ו .  In Modern Hebrew, Waw, 

would usually be pronounced Vav, but seeing as RRR, extends a time of study and examination 

of the Hebrew language, it has been brought to the forefront that this variation of the Hebrew 

letter(or AlephBet/Taw), “Waw” would reach for the language’s origin, development, & 

flourishing period: not only a modern adaptation. [: the same would be applied to the Hebrew 

letter – Taw/Tav-ת] 

 See Michael Wex’s work: Born To Kvetch 
 http://www.ethnologue.com/language/heb/***EDIT

ION*** 

 http://languagelearningsystem.com/category/world-

language/afro-asiatic/ 

 Joseph Greenberg: The Languages of Africa(1963) 
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